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This paper will be primarily concerned with a particular collect~ 
tion of noncontinuous mappings which includes, as special cases, the 
connected mappinge, conn~ctivity maps, and peripherally continuous 
' , r 
trans.f."ormations. ;tn addition; the sets or points of cUscontinuity of 
the connectivity maps are investigated. Chapter I is an introductory 
chapter giving the definitions of the above mentioned f1J,nctions and of 
certain.other notions pertinent to this etud,. In Chapter II two 
. collections of noncontinuous mappings are defined and the relationship 
between them considered. Chapter III extends the considerations of 
: . . 
Chapter II to the gtaph mappings and to certain other mappings induced 
. . 
by these noncontinuous transformations. '!'he material o·f Chapter IV is 
devot:ed to the Eitudy of the discontinuities of connectivity maps and 
peripherally continuous transformations. 
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This paper will be devoted to the development of certain proper-
ties of connectivity mappings, peripherally continuous mappings, a 
class of mappings which includes the connectivity and peripherally 
continuous mappings, and the relationships among these noncontinuous 
mappings, their induced graph mappings and other mappings associated 
with their graphs. In particular, some properties of the sets of 
points of discontinuity of connectivity mappings will be investi-
gated. The concept of the connectivity mapping was defined by John 
Nash in [7] and the peripherally continuous mapping was defined by 
O. H. Hamilton in [4]. In [8] John Stallings extended a result of 
Hamilton and proved that, under certain conditions on the topological 
spaces involved, every peripherally continuous mapping is a connecti-
vity mapping. Hagan [2] proved the converse of this result and showed 
in particular that, on topological n-cells of dimension greater than 
one, connectivity mappings and peripherally continuous mappings are 
the same. In [6] Long d·eveloped certain properties and rel ationships 
among these and o~her mappings and suggested that a larger class of 
noncontin~ous mappings would retain many of the properti~s of 
connectivity and peripherally continuous mappings. It was this 
suggest i on and the papers [2] and [4] tha t led to the i nves tiga tions 
contained in this paper. 
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In Chapter II the F1-mappings and F2-mappings are defined and 
their relationships to continuous mappings and co~ected mappings are 
investigated. A property of peripherally continuous mappings given by 
Long [6, p. 5] is shown to characterize the F2-mappings and sufficient 
conditions that a mapping be an F1-mapping are given. It is shown 
that the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of F2-mappings is an 
F2-mapping. The latter part of the chapter is concerned with the 
composites of these mappings and one result is that the class of F1-
mappings is closed under the operation of composition but the class of 
F2-mappings is not closed under this operation. 
In Chapter III the projection mapping h induced by a mapping f is 
defined and attention is focused on the connections between these 
functions. It is shown that on a suitably restricted family of spaces 
these mappings are F2-mappings and that continuity off is implied by 
the peripheral continuity of h. Some conditions are given that imply 
the continuity of a peripherally continuous projection mapping induced 
by a mapping f. In addition conditions under which one-to-one, and 
peripherally continuous mappiµgs will be continuous are given. 
Chapter IV is concerned primarily with the set of points of 
discontinuity of connectivity mappings and with the graphs of these 
mappi~s. ~tis demonstrated that on certain spaces S into the real 
numbers Reither the set of points of discontinuity of a connectivity 
mapping f is a set of the first category or the graph off is dense in 
some open subset S x R. A result showing the existence of everywhere-
discontinuous connectivity mappings on certain spaces S into the reals 
is one of the main results of this chapter. 
The definition of a connected mapping and those of the 
connectivity and peripherally continuous mappings will now be given. 
. . . ' . 
l>ef!nition l.l. · A mapping f of a topological space S into e. 
· topological space Tis said to pe connected if for every connected 
.. subset M of S i.t is true that f(M) is oo~ected. 
Definition .1.2. Let f be a rnapping of a set S into a set T and 
let g be the mapping of S into S x T defined by g(p) = (p,f(p)). Then 
g is called the grap~ mapping induced by f. 
Definition 1.3. Let f be a mapping 0£ a topological space S into 
a topological space !1' and let g be the graph mapping induced by f. 
Then f is said to be a con.nectivity ·mapping if and only if g is a 
connected mapping. 
Definition 1.4. A mapp;i..ng f of a topological space S into a 
. ' . 
topclogical space T is called peripheral;t,y continuous if and only if. 
. . 
· for each. point p in S and each pair of open sets U and V containing p 
· and f'(p), respectively, there .is an op~n set D contained in U and 
con~aining p- such-that f ~pa t~e bouncia.ry of D into V. 
Definition1.5.· A map:ping f from a topological space S into a 
topological space Tis called a local connectivity ll)ap if there is a 
covering {Ux] · of S by open _sets such that f restricted to Ux :j.s a 
· oollll,,ct:i,vity mapping for ($Very x. 
If U. is a subset of a space S the boundary of U will be denoteq. 
by F(U) •. Other definitions will be given as needed throughout this 
paper~ 
. ~- ( 
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CHAPTER II 
PROPERJ:IF,S OF CERTAIN DISCO~INUOUS MAPPINGS. 
If f is a mapping of the topological space S into the topological 
space T then f is continuous on S if and only if for every closed 
subset C o:t S, f'-1(C) is closed in T,. In [4] Hamilton ·has shown that 
if f is either a connectivity or a peripherally continuous mapping of 
S into T and C is a closed subset of T then :r-1(c) .has closed compo"'." 
nents inS. It is shown in what follows that if f is a connected 
. l 
mapping of S into T and if C ia a close·d .subset of T then f .. (C) has 
closed compQnent~ in S. 
'In this chapter an investigation of two classes of discontinl,\ous · 
mappi:ngs will be made. The secon_d of these is defined by the property 
_described above and ~ncl'udes the peripherally c;:on:tinuous, connectivity, 
and connected mappings. 
Defi?).ition 2~1. A mapping f of a topolqgical space S into a 
topological space Tis called an F1-mapping if and only if for every 
·r;subset C of T having c;l.osed cpmpQnents inT it is true that t ... 1(c) has 
closed components in S. 
l)ef'init.ion 2.2. A map::ping f of a ·topological space S into. a 
topological space ':c is called an F2~mapping if and.only_ if for every' 
I ' . . . .· l . . . . 
cloeed suQset C of Tit _is true that f- (C) has cloeed components ins. 
'!'he_following sequence of theorems eatablishes set inclusion 
rel,ations 8.JBOng the classes of continuo'll.s mappings, connected· 
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mappings, F1-mappings 1 an~ F2-mappings defined on a topological space 
Sand having values in a T1 space T. 
Theorem 2.1. If f is a c9nnected mapping of a topological space 
S into a T1 space T then f is an F1-mapping of S into T. 
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Proof. Let C be a subset of T having closed components and let M 
be a co.mponent of f-1(C). Let p be any limit point of M. Then 
MU (p} is connected. Since f is a connected mapping, f(M) and 
f(M U (p}) = f(M) U (f(p)} are connected. Therefore f(M) is a subs~t 
of some component K of C. Since, by hypothesis, K is closed and f is 
connected, it follows that f(p) is in K. For otherwise the closure of 
the connected set f(M) U (f(p)} would be the union of f(M) and (f(p)}, 
which are disjoint closed sets since Tis a T1 space. But this would 
contradict the connectedness off. Thus, since f(p) is in K, a 
component of C, pis in f-l(C). But since pis a limit point of the 
component M of f-1(c), the~ pis in M. Conbequently Mis closed and 
therefore f is an F1-ma.pping. 
Theorem 2.2. If f is a~ F1-mapping of the topological space S 
into the topological space T then f is an F2-mapping of S into T. 
Proof. Let f be an F1-mapping of S into T and Ca closed subset 
of T. Then Chas closed components in T and therefore f-1(C) has 
closed components in S. Hence f is an F2-mapping of S into T. 
Theor.em 2.3. Let F0 , M, F1 and F2 denote the collection of 
continuous mappings, connected mappings, F1-mappings and F2-mappings 
of a topological space S into a T1 space T. Then F0 c Mc F1 c F2 • 
Proof. The proof is a restatement of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and the 
well-known fact that a continuous mapping is a connected mapping. 
The following two theorems provide necessary and sufficient 
conditions that a mapping of a topological space S into a topological 
space T be an F2-mapping and sufficient conditions that a mapping of a 
topological space S into a topological space T be an F1-mapping. 
Theorem 2.4. A mapping f of a topological space S into a 
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topological space Tis an F2-mapping if and only if for every connected 
- -subset M of Sit is true that f(M) c f(M). 
Proof. Suppose that f is an F2-mapping of S into T and that Mis 
a connected subset of S. Let p be any limit point of M not in M. 
Assume that f(p) is not in f(M). Since f is an F2-mapping f-1 (f(M)) 
has closed components in S. Since Mis connected then Mis a subset of 
one of these components. Denote it by K. Then p must also belong to K 
since pis a limit point of M. Consequently f(p) belongs to f(M). 
Thus the assumption that f(p) is not in f(M) leads to the contradiction 
that f(p) is in '"fc'M). It follows that, if pis a limit point of M not 
in M, then f(p) is in f(M) and, therefore that f(M) c f(M). 
Suppose next that f is a mapping of S into T satisfying the 
condition that f(R) c f(M), for every connected subset M of S. Let C 
be a closed subset of T and let M be a component of f-1(c). Since 
- -- - - -1 f(M) c f(M) c C and C is closed then Mc:.. f (C). Since Mis a 
connected subset of f-1 (C) and Mis a component of f-1(C) then M = M. 
This proves that f is an F2-mapping. 
Theorem 2.5. Let f be a mapping of the topological space S into 
the topological space T. In order that f be an F1-~apping of S into T 
it is sufficient that, for every connected subset M of s, f(M) is a 
subset of the union of the closures of the components of f(M). 
Proof. Let f be a mapping of S ;nto T satisfying the hypothesis 
of the theorem and let C be a subset of T having closed components in 
T. -1 Let M be a component off (C). 
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Let G be the collection of 
components of f(M) and let F be the collection of components of C. I;f 
pis any limit point of M then, by hypothesis, f(p) belongs to the 
closure of some element K of G. Since K is a connected subset of C 
then K is a subset of some element Hof F. By hypothesis, the elements 
of Fare closed. Hence f(p) is in C and therefore pis in f-1(c). 
Therefore, since MU (p} is a connected subset of f-1(C) and Mis a 
component of f-1(c), then p belongs to M. Hence M is closed and 
consequently f is an F1-mapping of S into T. 
The mapping f of the closed interval [0,1] of real numbers into 
the real numbers defined by f(x) = sin(l/x) if x ~ 0 and f(O) = 0 is 
a connected mapping which is not continuous. The following examples 
Show that the rem1;3.ining set inclusions of Theorem 2.3 are also proper 
inclusions. 
Example 2.1. Let f be the mapping of [0,1] into itself defined 
by f(x) = 1/4 if xis rational and f(x) = 3/4 if xis irrational. 
Then f is not a connected mapping. However f is an F1-mapping. For 
let C be any subset of [O,l] having closed components. Let 
A= (l/4,3/4}. If c n A=¢ then f-1(c) = ¢. uonA= (1/4} then 
f .. 1(C) is the set of rational numbers in [0,1]. If C n A = (3/4} then 
f-1(c) is the set of irrational numbers in [0,1]. If C n A= A then 
f-l(C) = [O,l]. Thus, in any case f-l(C) has closed components. 
The following example shows that an F2-mapping of a topological 
space S into a topological space T may fail to be an F1-mapping. 
Example 2.2. Let S be the subset of the Euclidean plane E2 
where O ~ x ~land y = 0 together with those points (x,y) of E2 
satisfying O < x ~ 1, 0 ~ y ~ 1 and x rational. Let T be the subset 
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of S obtained by deleting those points (x,O) of S where xis irration-
al. Let f be the mapping of S into T defined by f(x,y) = (l,O) if x 
is irrational and f(x,y) = (;)C 1 y) otherwise. The topologies for Sand 
Tare tho~e induced by the usual topology for the plane. To show that 
f is an F2-inapping let M be any connected subset of S a;nd (x,y) any 
limit point of M. If y > 0 then f(x,y) is also a limit point of f(M) 
since in this case (x,y) is a limit point of the subset M* of M 
consisting of all (x,y) in M with y > o, since f(M*) = M*', and since 
f(x,y) ~ (x,y). Suppose next that y = o. lf xis rational and (x,o) 
is a limit po;i.nt of M* then f(x,o) = (x,O) is again a limit point of' 
f(M*) = M*. If x is rational and (x,O) is not a limit point of M* 
then M must contain points of the form (z,o) for values of z 
arbitra.rily close to x. Since (x,O) is not a limit point of M* there 
exists a disk D with center (x,O) and radius r less than either of x 
or 1 - x such that D n M* = ¢. It follows that M contains an interval 
I of points of the form (z,O) with (x,O) as an end point. Otherwise 
there would exist two numbers z1 and z2 such that x - r < z1 < x < 
z2 < x+r if O < x < l, one number z1 such that x - r < z1 < x if x = 1, 
or one number z2 such that x < z2 < x + r if x = O. Whatever the case 
M would be seperated in S by the points of Son the line segments· 
joining (z1 ,o) to Cx,r) a~d (x,r) to (z2,o), by the points of Son the 
line segment joining (z1 ,o) to (x,r), or by the points of Son the 
line segment joining (x,r) to (z2,o). The point f(x,O) = (x,O) is 
then a limit point of the set of images under f of those points (z,o) 
wJlere z is rational. Hence f(x,O) is a limit point of f(M). Suppose 
now that (x,O) is a limit point of M not in Mand that xis 
irrational. If M contains a point (xl,o) with x1 i:i;-rational then 
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f(x,O) = f(x1,o) = (1,o)· is in f{M). Suppose that M co:ntains no point 
· l 1 (x ,o) with x irrational. Since (x,o) is a limit point of M a:nd S 
contains no points (x,y) with yr o, then there exists two points 
(x1,y1) and (x2,y2) of M such that x1 F x2• Let x3 be an irrational 
number between x1 and x2• Then S - ((x3,o)} is the union of two 
se~rated sets whose union contain Mand each of which contain points 
of M. This contradicts the fact that Mis connected. Hence if M has 
a limit point (x,o) and x iS irrational then f(x,o) is in f(M). Q:'his 
completes the proof that if (x,y) is a limit point of M then f(x,y) is 
in f(M). Hence f(M) c f(M) and therefore f is an F2-mapping, by 
Theorem 2.4. 
To show that f is not an F1-mapping consider the subset C of T 
consisting of those points.(x,y) such that x < 1/2 together with the 
point (1,0). Let J denote the set of all points in T with abscissa 
x 
x. Then a set K is a component of C if and only if K = J for some 
x 
x < i/2 or if K = ((l,O)}. Ea.ch of the components of C is closed in 
T. However not all of thi, components of f-l(C) are closed in S. Let 
M be the subset of S consisting of all points (x,y) in S such that 
:x < 1/2. If (x,y) is in Mand xis rational then f(x,y) is in C. If 
. (x,y) is in M and x is irrational then y ::;:: O and f(x,y) = (l,O) is 
-1 . 
. also in C. Now M is a .connected subset of f (C) since M i~ the union 
of the collection of connected sets J, 0 ~ x < 1/2, and the connected 
x 
set J consisting of the points (x,O) where O ~ x < 1/2 and since each 
of sets Jx contains a point of J. To show that Mis a component of 
-1 . . . . 
f (C) let (x,y) be any point of Snot in~ such that f(x,y) is in C. 
Then x > 1/2 since f{l/2,y) = (l/2,y) is not in C for any y. Hence M 
is separated from (:x;,y) in f-1(c) by J~. Therefore Mis a component 
of r-1(c). Mis not closed in S since (1/2,0) is a limit point of M 
not.in M. This completes the proof that f is not an F1-mapping of S 
into T, 
If f is a. continuous mapping of a topological space S in.to a 
topplogical space T and f is also a closed ~pping then f(M} = 1'{Mj 
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for every subset M of S. If f is a closed r2-mapping of S into T a 
similar property is satisfied by fas is demonstrated by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. Let f be a closed F2-rnapping of the topological 
space S into the topological space T. Then for every connected subset 
M of Sit is true that f(M) = 1't1ir. 
Proof, Let M be a connected subset. of s. The relation 
f(M) c1'oij foliows from Theorem 2.4. Hence the relation 
:t'(M) c f(M) c 1'tiT together with the· fact. that f(M) ie closed implies 
that f(M) = ?Orr. 
Theorem 2.7. Let {fn} be a sequence of F2-mappings of the 
topological space S into the metric space T and suppose that [fn} 
converges uniformly to the mapping f of S into T. Then.f is an F2-
mapping. 
l'roof, Let C be a closed subset of T, Ma componen.t of f-l.(c), 
and.pa limit point of M. Let e be any positive number. Since 
lim fn(p) = f(p) there exists an integer N1 such that ifn >NJ.then 
d(f(p),f (p)] < e/";), where dis the metric for T. Since {fl n . .· . _ n 
·converges uniformly to f on S there exists an integer N2 such that 
n > N2 implies tb,at d[fn(x),f(x)] < ei/3, for every x in S. Since each 
of tnemai:pi~s fn is an F2'."'mapping then fn(p) is in fn(M). Let N 'be 
a.ti integer larger tluln N1N2~ Then there e;x:ists a point ;x:0 .such that 
Hence 
< e/3 + e/3 + e/3. 
That is, given e > O, there exists a ~oint x in M such that 
0 
d[f(p),f(x0 )] < e. This implies that f(p) is in "fC'Mj. Therefore 
f(M) c "forJ and f is an F 4-mapping of $ into T. 
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The point-wise limit of a sequence of F2-rnappings :is not 
necessarily an F2-mapping as is demonstrated by the following example. 
Exam;ele 2.3. Let S = T = [O,l] and let fn(x) = xn for each :ic in 
s. Each·fn is contin-µous and is therefore an F2-J11B.pping by 'l'heol;'em 
However f = l:i,m fn is not an F2-mapping since, if M = [O,l), 
then f(M) = f([O,l]) ;:: {0,1} is not a subset o! 1'00" = (o}, which is 
in disagreement with tne conclusion of Theorem 2.4. 
lf f and g are continuous mappings or connecteq mappings then gf 
is also continuous or connected. The following theorems show that the 
com~osite of F1-mappings is again of the same type and that the 
composite gf is an F2-mapping if f is an F1-mapping and g is an r 2~ 
mapping. 
Theorem 2.8. Let S, T, and Ube topological spaces, fan F1-
~pping of S into T, and g an Fl-mapping of T i~to u. Then gf is an 
F 1-mapp:i,.ng · c;>f S into U. 
Proof. Let G be a subset of U having closed cornpc;>nents in U. 
-1< > -1< -1< >. > Then g C has closed components in T and therefore f g C has 
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closed compo~ents in S. The ;result that gf is a:n F1 ... inapping of S into 
U follows from the equation (gf)-1 (c) = {"';J.(g""1(c)). · 
nteorem 2.9. !,,et S, T1 a:nd Ube topolog:i,cal spaces. Suppose 
that f is an F1-mapping Qf S into T and that g is an F2,..mapping of T 
into u. Then the composite gf is an F2-mapping of S into u. 
Proof. If C is a closed subset of U theng-1(c) has closed 
components in T and. since f is an F1-mapping then f-1(g-1(c)) = 
(gf)-1(c) has cl<:>sed components ins. Hence gf ia an r 2-mapping. 
The coinposite of two 12-mappings is not necessarily an F2-
mapping and the composite gf of ian F1-ma.pping g and. an r2-mapping f 
may not be an F2-mapping. This is shown by the following example • 
. :Example 2.4, Let Sand T.be tb,e spaces described i:ti Exa.mple 2.2 
I I 
and let f be the mapping S into T described in that example, ~et Ube 
t.he subspace of T consisting of all points (:x;,y) of T such th,at x = 0 
or x = 1. Then U = J U J1, where the meaning of J is the same as in 0 . X 
$xample. 2.2 •. Let g be the mapping of T intQ U such that g(~,y) = 
(l,y) if O ~ x < 1/2 or if :x = 1 and g(x,y) = (O,y) otherwise. Then 
g is an F1-mapping of Tinto u. For let C be a subset of U having 
closed components in U~ 
. l 
Let M be any connected subset of g- (C) and 
let (x,y) be a limit point ot' M. By the definitions of T, M is a 
sub ... interval of one of the sets Jx with endpoints <:ic,y1) and Cx,y2) 
and may contain one or both of its end points.· Consequently, by the 
definition of· g, g(M) is the collection of al]. points (l,y) or the 
c.ollection of all points. (O,y), where y1 ~ y.. S y2• Hence g(M) is a 
subset of the component of C that contains g(M) since, by hypothesis, 
that component of C is.closed. It follows from Theorem 2.5 that g is 
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To sh.ow that gf' is not an F2 ... mapping let M l;>e the connected subeet 
of S consisting of those points (x,y) of S such that O !!::·x < 1/2. The 
. .. 
point (l/2,1/2) is a limit point of M but (gf)(l/2,1/2).;:: (O,l/2) is 
not a point of (g;f)(M) = J 1 • Hence (gf) (M) is not a subset of (gf}(M) 
a.nc,i therefore, by Th,eorem 2.4, gf is not an F 2-mapping of S into 1J. 
This ex~ple shows that the composite gf of an F2-mapping f anc;l 
an F1-mapping g may not be an F2-mapping. Since an F1-mapping is also· 
·an F2~mapping it also demonstrates that the composite of two F~-
0mappings may not be an F2 .. mapping. 
CHAPTER II.I 
PROPERT!FS OF THE GRAPH MA~PINGS AND PROJECTION MAPPINGS 
INDUCED BY NONCONTINUOUS MAPPINGS 
It is well known that if f is a mapping of the topological space 
S into the topological space T and g is the induced graph mapping of S 
into S x T then f is continuous if and only if g is a homeomorphism 
[3]. In [2] Hagan has shown that f is a peripherally continuous 
mapping of S into T if and only if g is a peripherally continuous 
mapping of S into S x T. In this chapter it is shown that the 
analogous result holds for F2-mappingfl defined on a restricted family 
of spaces S. 
If f is a mapping of the topological s;pace S into the topological 
space T and g is the induced graph mapping then, in general, there are 
many mappings h of S x Tinto T such that the composite hg is f. One 
of the main results of this chapter is t)la;t;, for certain topological 
spaces Sand T, and for a particular ma~ping h of S x Tinto T, which 
satisfies f;;; hg, either all of :r, g, and h, areF2-mappings or none of 
. them are F2-mappings. 
Theorem ,.1. Let f be a mapping of the topological spaoe S into 
the topological space Tan~ let g be the induced graph mapping of S 
into S x T. Tnen f is an F2-mapping if g is an F2-mapping. 
Proof. Let M be a connected subset of Sand p any limit point of 
M not in M. Since g is an F2-mapping, g(p):: (p 1 f(p)) is a limit 
14 
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point of g(M). Since the projection mapping n of S X Tonto Tis 
continuous then n(g(p));:: f(p) is a point or a limit point of n(g(M)) = 
f(M). It follows from Theorem 2.4 that f is an F2-mapping. 
Definition 3.1. A topological space S is said to be hereditarily 
locally connected provi~ed that every connected subset of Sis locally 
connected. 
Theorem 3.2. Let f be an F2-mapping of the hereditarily locally 
connected space S into the topological space T. Then the induced graph 
mapping g of S into S x Tis an F2-mapping. 
Proof. Let M be any connected subset of Sand p any limit point 
of M i+ot in M. Assume that g(p) is not in g'tM'j'. Then there ex;ists an 
open set U containing p and an open set V containing f(p) such that 
(U XV) n (g(M)) = ¢. Since Sis hereditarily locally connected and 
MU (p) is connected then MU {p) is locally connected. at p. Hence 
there exists an open set W containing p such that N = W n (MU (p}) 
is connected. Since f is an F 2-mapping and N is connec~ed it 
follows that f(N) c"7C'NT. Since pis a limit point of M then pis 
also a iimit point of N. Therefore V contains a point of f(N - {p)). 
If q is any point of N - (p} such that f(q) is ;i.n V then q belongs to 
U and therefore g(q) = (q,f(q)) is a point of g(M) in U x V. But this 
contradicts the equation (U x V) n g(M) =¢derived from the 
aesumption that g(p) is not in "gtMY. Hence the assumpt:i,on cannot hold 
and consequently g(M) c g'tM'j'. Hence g is an F 2 .. mapping of S into 
S x T. 
Definition 3.2. Let Sand T be topological spaces and let f be a 
mapping of S ;into T. The mapping h of S X Tinto T defined by 
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h(x,y) = f(x) is called the projection mapping o-f S x Tinto T i?J.duced 
by f. ::tn the case that only one such mapping f is under consideration 
the mapp~ h will be referred to as the induced projection mapping of 
S X T into 'l'. 
Tlleorem ?•3, Let f be a mapping of the topological space S into 
the topological space T and let h be the induced projection mapping of 
S x T into T. Then f is an F 2-mapping if and .only if h is an F 2 ... 
me,pping. 
Proof. Assume first that f is an F2-mapping of S into T ,nd let 
M be a connected subset of S x T, Let (p,q) be a limit point of Mand 
let TT denote the projection mapping of S x Tonto S. Since TT is 
continuous then rr(M) is connected and rr(p,q) =pis a point or a limit 
point of TT(M), Since f is an f 2-mapping then f(p) is in t(rr(M)). For 
el;lQh (x,y) in S X T, h(x,y) = f(x) = f(rr(x,y)). Hence h(p 1 q) = :f(p) 
and 1iorr ~ ?(rr(M)), so h(p,q) is in 1i(1fJ'. Thus h(i) c iiOO" and there-
fore· h is an F2-mapping of S x T into T. 
Suppose now that h is an F 2-mapping of S x T into T and let M be 
a co~nected subset of S. l,et q be a point of T and let Mq = M x { q.}. 
Suppose that p is a limit point of J;l. The;n (p,q) is a limit point of 
M<i and, fu,;-thermore, Mq is a connected ~ubset of S x .T. · Since h is an 
F2 ... mapping, h(p,q) is in h(Mq). But h(p,q);:: f(p) and h(Mq) = f(M). 
T~erefore f(p) is in 1tMT and consequently f(Ji) c 1tirr. This proves 
· . tlult f is an F2..,.mapping. 
Theorem 3,4. Let f b~ a mapping of the hereditarily locally 
connected space S into the topolo~ical space T and let g and h be the 
induced graph mapping and induced projection mapping of S into S x T 
and of S x T into.T, respectively. Then any particular one of these 
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mappings is an F2-mapping if and only if all of them are F2-mappings. 
Proof. If any one of the mappings f, g, or his an F2-~apping 
then Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 imply that the other two are also F2-
mappings. Similarly, if any one of these mappings fails to be an F2-
mapping then the same theorems imply that the other two also fail to be 
F2-mappings. 
Corollary 3.i. If f is a connected, peripherally continuous, or 
connectivity mapping of the hereditarily locally connected space S into 
the topological space T then the induced graph mapping g and the 
induced projection mapping hare F2-mappings. 
Proof. If f is a connected, peripherally continuous, or connecti-
vity mapping of S into T then f is an F2-mapping of S into T. 
Theorem 3,5. Let f be a mapping of the topological space S into 
the topological space T and let hoe the induced projection mapping 
of S x Tinto T. Let (p,q) be a point in S x T. Then his continuous 
at (p,q) if and only if f is continuous at p. 
Proof. Suppose first that f is continuo~s at the point pin S 
and let V be an open set containing h(p,q) = f(p). Since f is 
continuous at p there exists an open set U containing p such that 
f(U) c V. Hence, for every point (x,y) such that xis in U, h(x,y) = 
f(x) is in v. Therefore U X Tis an open set containing (p,q) and 
h(U x T) = f(U) CV. This proves that his continuous at (p,q). 
Suppose next that his co~tinuous at the point (p,q) ih S X T 
and that Vis an open set containing f(p). Then there exists an 
open sey U in S x T containing (p,q) such that h(U) c V. Let Hand 
K be open sets in Sand T containing p and q such that H X Kc U. Let 
x be any point in H. Then, since q is in K, f(x) = h(x,q) is in 
h(H x K) c h(U). Therefore His l;lil open set containing p such that 
f(H) c h(U) c V and consequently f is continuous at p. 
If f is a mapping of a topological space S into a topological 
space T and g is the induced ~raph mapping then in order that g be a 
homeomorphism it i~ sufficient that g be continuous [3iP• 76]. The 
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following theorem demonstrates that in order for the induced projection 
mapping h to be continuous it is sufficient that h be peripherally 
continuous and T connected. 
Theorem 3.6. Let f be a mapping of the topological space S into 
the topological space T and let h be the induced projection mapping of 
S x Tinto r;r. If Tis connected and h :j.s peripherally continl).ous on 
S X T then his continuous on S x T. 
Proof. Assume that h :i.s not continuous at some point (p,q) in 
S X T. Then it follows from Theorem 3.5 that f is not continuous at p. 
It will be shown that this implies that h ii;; not per:j..pherally contin-
uous at (p,f(p)), which contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. 
Since f is not continuous at p there exists an open set V contain-
ing f(p) such that for every open set W containing p there is a point 
x in W such that f(x) is not; in V. The set$ XV is an opeJ;l subset of 
S X T containing (p,f(p)). Let D be any open subset of S XV contain-
ing (p,f(p)) and let TT denote the projection mapping of S X Tonto S. 
Since TT is an open mapping[5, p. 89] then 'f1l'(D) is an open set in S 
containing p. r;rherefore there exists a point x in n(D) such that 
0 
f(x) is not in V. 
0 
Let Y be the collection of all points y of T such that (x 9 y) is 
0 
in D. Then Y is an open subset of T. For let y be any point of Y. By 
definition of Y, the point (x ,y) is in D. Since Dis open in S x T 
0 
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there exists an open subset G of S containing x0 and an open subset H 
.of T containing y such, that G x H c D. Hence His an open set contain-
ing y sue~ that, for each tin H, the point (x ,t) is in D. Therefore 
0 . 
His an open subset of Y containing y. Since y was an arbitrary point 
of Y it.follows that Y is open. 
Consider any pointy in x. Then, since the pqint (x ,y) is in D 
0 
and since D c S xv, it followe that Y is a. subset of v. N~w T - V 
cont~ins the point f(x0 ) and there;f'ore T - Y oonta;ins f(x0 ). Since T 
is conn~cted, not both Y and T - Y are open. Uence T - Y contains a 
limit point yl of Y. It will be shown next that the ;point (x0 ,y1) is 
in the boundary F(D) of D. 
Let N be any open set in S x T containing (x0 ,y1). Then there 
exists an open subset K of S containing x0 and an open subset L of T 
containing y1 such that K x L c: N, Since y1 is a limit point of Y not 
in Y then L contains a point t of Y. Hence K x L, and therefore~. 
contains the point {x0 ,t) which qel,ongs to D qy definition of Y. Also, 
since y1 is not in Y, it follows t~at (x0 y1) is not a point of D. 
Hence any open set N containing the point (x0 ,yi) of (S X T) - D 
conUiins a point (x0 ,t) not in D. This proves that (x0 ,y1) is in 
F(D). But h(x ,y1) ~ f(x) is not in V. 0 0 
Hence it has been shqwn that there e~ists an open set V containing 
f(p) = (p,f(p)) and an open set S x V containing (p,f(p)) such that 
if Dis any open suQset of S x V containing (p,f(p)) then F(D) 
contains a point (x0 ,y1) such tl).at h(x0 ,y1) is not in V. This implies 
· that his not peripherally continuous at (p,f(p)), which cont+adicts 
the hypothesis of the theorem. Therefore his pontinuous on S X T. 
The proof of the following corollary is an immediate consequence 
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of Theorem 3.6 and [3, p. 76]. 
Corolla.ry 3.2. l.,et f be a mapping of th,e topologioal space S into 
the topological space T and let g and h be the induced graph mapping 
and the· induced projective mapping, respectively. Assume that Tis 
connected. Then the following three statements are eq-µivalent. 
(1) h is a peripherally continuous mappin~. 
(2) f is a continuous mappi~. 
(3) g is a homeomorphism. 
Definition. 3.3 A space Sis said to be locally peripherally 
connected at the point p if for every ope~ set U containing p there is 
. an open set V containing p and contained in U such that F(V) is 
connected. A space is locally peripherally connected if it is locally 
peripherally connected at eac~ of its points. 
In [8] Stallings proved the following generalization of a theorem 
of Hamilton [4]. 
Proposition 3fl• If f is a local c;onnectivity mapping of the 
locally peripherally connected polyhedron Pinto a regular Hausdorff 
space Y, then f is peripherally continuous. 
Theorem 3.7. Let f be a mapping of a topologic~l space S into a 
connected regular Hausdorff space T and let h be the induced projection 
mapping of S X Tinto T. ~f h, is a local connectivity mapping and 
S x Tis a locally peripherally connected polyhedron, then his contin-
uous. 
Proof. Proposition 3.1 implies that h is peripherally continuous 
and since Tis connected it follows from Theo.rem 3.6 that bis 
continuous. 
In [2, p. 7] Hagan gave an exa,mple that demonstrates that an open 
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peripherally continuous mapping need not be continuous and in 
[6, p. 24] Long gave an example which shows that a one-to-one peripher-
ally continuous mapping may fail to be continuous. The following 
theorem shows that if a peripherally continuous mapping f of S onto T 
is both open and one-to-one then f will be continuous provided that 
certain conditions are imposed on Sand T. 
Theqrem 3.8. If f is~ one-to-one, ope~ and peripherally contin-
uoup mapping of the first countable T1 epace S onto the compact T1 
space T, then f is continuous. 
Proof. Suppose that f is not continuous at some point pin S. 
Then there exists an open set Vin T containing f(p) such that for 
every open set U ~n S containing p there is a point x in U such that 
f(x) is not in V. Since Sis a first countable T1 space there exists 
a sequence (G} of open subsets of S such that the intersection of the 
n 
elements of the sequence (G} is (p} and such that for every m > n, 
n 
G c G. Since f is peripherally continuous at p there exists an open 
m n 
set D1 containing p and contained in G1 such that f(F(D1)) c V. Let 
nl be the smallest integer such that Gnl c D1 • Then there exi sts an 
open set D2 containing p and contained in Gnl such that f(F(D2)) c V. 
Proceeding in this manner, a sequence (D} of open sets can be found 
n 
such that the intersection of the elements of the sequence (D} is (p} ~ 
n 
such that m > n implies D c D, and such that for every n, 
m n 
f(F(D )) c V. 
. n 
By the nature of V, there exists a point d0 in D1 such that f(d0 ) 
is not in V. Now let nl be the smallest integer such that d is not 
0 
in Dnl· For the same reason as before, there exists a point d1 in Dnl 
such that f(d1 ) is not in V. Continuing this process inductively, a 
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sequence {d.} 9f distinct points of Sand a subsequence {D 1} of {D} 1 n n 
can be defined such that for every i, d. is in D 1 and f(d,) is not in 1 n 1 
V. Si~ce f is one-to-one, the set Q whose elements are the points 
f(d.) is infinite and since Tis compact, then Q has a limit point q in 
1 
T. Furthermore, q is not an element of V since Vis open and 
V n Q = ¢. Since f maps S onto T and is one-to-one, there e~ists a 
unique point d of S such that f(d) = q. Since f(p) is in V, then 
d # P• 
Suppose that dis in Dnl· Since the intersection of the elements 
of (D} is {p} and si~ce [D 1} is a subsequence of {D }, then the n n n · 
inters~ction of the elements of {Dn1 } is also [p}. Hence there is a 
largest integer~ such that dis in DI).k. Let r = k + 1. Then dis not 
in D • Since f(F(D )) c V and f(d) = q is not in V, it is also true 
nr nr 
that dis not in~. Hence dis in th~ open set S - ~ and since f 
nr nr 
is an open mapping, f(d) = q is in the open set f(S - ~. But if 
nr 
i > r, then f(d.) is in f(D .) c f(D ). 
1 · ni nr Hence ~11 but a finite nu~ber 
of the points f(d.) of Qare in the open set f(D ). Since f is one-
1 nr 
to-one ~nd D and S - ~ are d~sjoint open sets, then f(D ) and 
nr nr nr 
f(S - ir"""") a~e also disjoint open sets. This implies that q is not a 
nr 
limit point of Q, a contradiqtian. Hence dis not in Dnl· 
Using the same argument as above with Dnl in the place of Dnr it 
follows that f(Dn1) and f(S - bn1 ) are disjoint open sets containing 
Q and p, respectively, giving rise again to the contradiction that p 
is not a limit pqint of Q. Hence the supposition that f is not coµtin-
uous at p ca~c;,t hold. Therefore f is continuous on S. 
Long [6, p, 10] has shown that in general the composite of two 
peripherally continuous mappings is not peripherally continuous. 
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The follqwing theorem shows, however, that if f is peripherally contin-
uous and g is continuous then gf is peripherally continuous. 
Theorem 3.9. 4et S, Rand T be topological spaces. If f is a 
peripherally cont~nuous mapping of S into Rand g is a continuous 
mapping of R into T then the composite gf is a peripherally continuous 
mapping of S into T. 
Proof. Let x be a point of Sand let U and V be open sets 
containing x and g(f(x)) respectively. Since g is continuous at f(x) 
there exists an open set W containing f(x) s~ch that g(W) c V. Since 
f is peripherally continuous at x, there exists an open sµbset D of U 
containing x such that f(F(D)) c W. Since g(f(F(D))) = (gf)(F(D)) c V 
then gf is peripherally con\inuous at x. 
The following example shows that Theorem 3.9 does not remain true 
if the properties off and g are interchanged and, indeed, that even 
if f is assumed to be both open and continuous, it does not follow that 
gf is peripherally continµous. 
Example 3.1. Let S be t~e set of pairs of real numbers (x,y) 
such that O ~ x ~ 1 and -1 ~ y ~ 1. Let R be the set of real numbers 
x such that O ~ x ~ 1 and let T be the set of real numbers y such that 
-1 Sy S 1. For each (x,y) in S let f(x,y) = x. Define g by g(x) = 
sin(l/x) if x IO ~nd g(O) = O. Then f is just the projection mapping 
of S onto Rand ~s therefore both open and continuous. Since g is 
co~tinuous at each x IO in Rand is peripherally continuous at 0 1 
then g is peripherally continuous on R. 
The composite mapping gf is not peripherally continuous at any 
point (O,q) of~. For let Ube the set of points (x,y) in S such that 
2 . 2 
x + (y - q) < 1 and let V be the set of pqints yin T such that 
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- l/4 < y < l/2. Then U and V are open s~ts in Sand~ containing 
(Q 1q) and (gf)(o,q.)::;: o, respectively. If Dis any open.subeet of U 
conta;i.ning (O,q.) 1 th~n f(F(D)) ¥Qntains a~ interva;i. of th~ forin [o,a], 
where a > o. Since g([O,a]) = (gf)(F(D)) = [-1,1,J ¢ V for any such D, 
. . 
it foll()ws that gf ie not peripheJ;'ally continuous at (O,q) •. 
CHAPTER IV 
PROPERTIES OF REAL-VALUED 
CONNECTIVITY MAPPINGS 
This chapter will be primarily concerned with the sets of points 
of discontinuity of connectivity mappings defined on a suitably re-
stricted family of spaces and having values in the interval [0,1]. 
Long [6] has observed that the set of discontinuities of a connectivity 
mapping need not be closed and has posed the question as to whether 
the set of discontinuities of a connectivity mapping is a set of the 
first categoryo One of the principal results of this paper is that, 
for certain spaces S 9 there exist conmectivity map:pings f on S into 
the interval [0 91] such that f is discontinuous at each point of S. 
The terms defined below will be used frequently in this chapter. 
Definition 4.1. If Sis a topological space and A and Bare 
subsets of S 9 then A is dense in B if Ac B c.A [3, p. 106]. 
Definition 4o2o If Sis a topological space and A is a subset 
of S 9 then A is said to be nowhere dense if the interior of A is empty 
[5, P• 145]. 
Definition 4.3o Let S be a metric space with metric d and let A 
be a subset of S. The diameter of A, written 6(A), is defined by the 
following equations: 
6(A) = 0 9 if A is empty 9 
6(A) = inf [d(x9y) : x 9 y in A}, if this set of numbers is bounded, 
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o(A) =~,if {d(x,y) x,y in A} is not bounded [3, p. 90] . 
Definition 4.4. · Let S be a topological space, Ta metric space, 
and fa mapping of S into T. The oscillation off at a. point p of S, 
written Qf(p), is defined to be inf {o(f(U)) : U is open, pis in U} 
[3, P• 126]. 
Note that if the space Tin the above definition is a subspace of 
the space of re~l numbers, then the oscillation off at p may be 
written Qf(p) = inf (sup f(U) - inf f(U) : U is open, pis in U}. 
Definition 4.5. Let S be a topological space and fa real-valued 
mapping defined on S. Then f is said to be upper semi-continuous at a 
point pin S if, for every e > 0 1 there ~xists an 9pen subset U of S 
containing p such that f(x) < f(p) + e, for every~ in U. The mapping 
f i~ said to be lower semi~continuous at a point pin S if, for every 
e > O, there exists an open subset U of S containing p such that 
f(x) > f(p) - e, for every x in U (1, p. 911. 
Definition 4.6~ A subset A of a topological space~ is said to 
· be a set of the first category in S if A is the union of a countable 
collection of nowhere dense subsets of S. 
The first resuit concerning the discontinuities of connectivity 
mappings is a corolla~y of the following theore~. 
Theorem 4.1. Let f be a connected mapping of the locally connect-
ed top<;>logical space S into the int;erval I= [O,l]. Then either the 
set of points of discontinuity off is of the first category or the 
graph off is not nowhere dense in S x I. 
Proof. For each open set U ins, define u*(U) = sup {(U) and 
v*{U) = inf f(U) and, for each x in S, let u(x) = inf (u*(U) : x in U, 
U open} and let v{x) = sup {v*(U) : x in U, U open}. Let e be a 
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positive number and let x be a point of$. By definition of u• and u, 
there exists an open set U cant~ining x such that u*(U) - u(x) < e. 
Let y be any point in U. ~gain, by definitio~ of u• and u, u(y) S 
u*(U). Hence, given e > o, there exists an open set U containing x 
such that for every yin U, u(y) - u(x) < e. Therefore u is upper 
semi-continuous at each point x in S. By a similar argument, vis 
lower semi-continuous at each point of S. 
Let x be any point of S. Then u(x) - v(x) = inf fu*(U) : x in U, 
U open} - sup (v*(V) : x in V, V open}~ inf (sup f(U) : x in U, U 
open} - sup (inf f(V) : .x in V, V open}= inf (sup f(U) : x in U, U 
open)+ inf (-inf f(V) : x in V, V open}= inf {sup f(U) - inf f(V) 
x in Un V, U open, V open}. Now, since (sup f(W) - inf f(W) : x in 
W, W open} is a subset of (sup f(U) - inf f(V) : x in Un V, U open, 
V open}, then inf (sup f(W) - inf f(W) : x in W, W open)~ (sup f(U) -
inf f(V) : x in Un V, Uo:pen, V open). ;Let p be any number in the 
set (s'-lp f(U) ... inf f(V) : x in Un V, U open, V open}. T~e11 there 
are open sets U and V containing x such that p = sup p p . 
f(V ). Since sup f(U n V) ~ sup f(U) and since inf p p p p 
inf f(U n V ), then sup f(U n V) ~ inf f(U n V) ~ p p p p p p 
f(U ) - inf p 
f(V ) :s; 
p 
sup f(U) -p 
inf f(V) ~ p. That is, given pin (sup f(U) ~ inf f(V) : p x in u n v, 
U open, V open), there is a number q in (sup f(W) - inf f(W) : x in W, 
W open} such that q ~ p. This implies that inf (sup f(W) - inf f(W) 
x in W, W open} :s; inf (sup f(U) - inf f(V) : x in Un V, u, V open}, 
and therefore, by the ~bove, that these two infimums are equal. 
Conseque11tly Qf(x) = u(x) - v(x) for every x in S. 
For each positive number e and for each real-valued mapping g 
defined on S let S(g,e) denote the set of points x in S such that 
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Q (x) ~ e. Then, for eve~y e > O, S(u,e) is nowhere dense. For g 
suppose that e > o, that U is an open subset of S, and that S(u,e) is 
dense in U. Since S(u,e) is closed, then Uc S(u,e). Let x1 be a 
point of U. Since u is upper semi-continuous at x1 there exists an 
open set u1 c U containing x1 such that u(x) - u(x1) < e/3 for every 
x in u1 . Since ~(x) ~ e for every x in u1 , then there exists a point 
x2 in u1 such that u(x2 ) < u(x1) - e/3. Again, since u is upper semi-
continuous, there exists an open set u2 c u1 containing x2 such that 
u(x) - u(x2) < e/3, for every x in u2 • But, since Q (x) ~ e for every u 
x in u2 , then there exists a point x3 in u2 such that u(x3) < u(x2 ) -
e/3. Proceeding in this manner, a sequence (~n} of points of U can be 
found such that for each n, u(x 1 ) < u(x) - e/3. But this implies n+ n 
that u(xn+J,.) < u(x1) - ne/3 and, therefore, that u is not bounded below 
on S. However, for every open subset U of S, u*(U) = sup f(U) ~ O 
im~lies that u(x) = inf (u*(U) : xin U, U open}~ 0 for every x in S. 
It follows that, for every e > o, S(u,e) is nowhere dense. By a 
similar argument, for every e > o, S(v,e) is nowhere de~se. 
Suppose now that the set of discontinuities off is not of the 
first category. Then there exists an e > 0 such that S(f,e) i s not 
nowhere dense. Let D be an open set such that D c S(f,e) = S(f,e). 
0 0 
Since $(u,e/3) is nowhere dense, there exists an open set D1 c D0 
such that D1 n S(u,e/3) = ¢. Since S(v,e/3) is nowhere dense, there 
exists an open set D2 c D1 such that D2 n S(v,e/3) = ¢. Then D2 c 
S(f,e) a~d D2 n [S(u,e/3) U S(v,e/3)] = ¢. · Let p be any point i n n2• 
l Then, since ~(p) < e/3, there exists an open set D contai ning p such 
that lu(x) - u(p)\ < e/3 for every x in D1 • Similarly, there exist s 
an open set D2 containing p such that lv(x) r v(p)\ < e/3 f or every x 
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in n2• Let DP= [D1 n n2] n D2• Then, for every x in DP1 both u(x) > 
u(p) e/3 and v(x) < v(p) + e/3. Since D c S(f,e) and since Qf(p) = 
. p 
u(p) - v(p), then (u(p) - e/3) - (v(p) + e/3~= u(p) - v(p) - 2e/3 = 
Qf(p) - 2e/3 ~ e/3. Le~ J be the interval (v(p) + e/3, u(p) - e/3). 
Then Jc (0,1] = I and D X J is open in & XI. If xis in Sand p 




= v(x), let J = ¢. Then D x Jc U((x} x J : xis in S} 
x p x 
every x in D, both u(x) > u(p) - e/3 and v(x) < v(p) + p 
e/3, a~ concluded above. It will be shown that U((x} x J : xis in 
x 
S}, and therefore D X J, ts in the closure of the graph off. In what p 
follows the graph off will be denoted py G(f). 
Let x belong to S. Suppose Qf(x) = O. Then J =¢and therefore 
x 
{x} x Jx = ¢ ca'l1T. Suppose Qf(x) = u(x~ - v(x) > 0 and assume that 
(x} X J ¢~. Then there exists a pointy in I such that (x,y) is 
x 
in (x} X J but such that (x,y) is not in G(1T. Let Ube an open sub-
x 
set of S XI containing (x,y) such that Un G1'7; = ¢. Then there 
exists an open set H containing x and an open interval K containing y 
such th~t H X Kc U. Since Sis locally connected it may be assumed 
that His connected and, by defin~tion of Jx' it may be assumed that 
K contains neither u(x) nor v(x). Note that this implies that 
v(x) < y < u(x) for ev~ry yin K. 
The point (x,u(x)) is a limit point of G(t). For let R be any 
open set containing x and let (u(x) - h, u(x) + h), where n > O, be 
any neighborhood of u(x). By the definition of u, there exists an 
open set Rh containing x such that u(x) ~ sup f(Rh) < u(x) ~ h. But, 
since sup f(R n Rh)~ sup f(Rh), then u(x) ~ sup f(R n Rh). Hence 
there e~ists an xh in Rn Rh such that u(x) ~ f(xh) ~ qup f(~ n Rh)~ 
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sup f(~) < u(x) + h. That is, given any open set R containing x and 
any neighborhood ·~= (u(x) - h, u(x) + h) containing u(x), there exists 
a voint (~,f(~)) belonging to Rx L. This completes the proQf that 
(x,u(x)) is a limit point of q(f). By a similar argument it follows 
that (x,v(x)) is a limit point of G(f). 
Let t 1 be an interval containing u(x) such that L1 n K =¢and let 
L2 be an interval cqntaining v(x) such that L2 n K = ¢. This is 
possible by the way the int~rval K was chosen. Note that if y1 is in 
L1 , y is in K, and y2 is in 12 then y1 > y > y2 • Then H X t 1 and 
.H X t 2 are open, the point (x,u(x)) is in H X 11 , and the point 
(x,v(x)) is in H X 12 • Therefore, since (x,v(x)) an~ (x,u(x)) are 
limit points of G(f), there exist points x1 and x2 belonging to H such 
tha~ (x1 ,f(x1)) belongs to H X L1 and (x2 ,f(x2)) belongs to H X 12• 
~ence f(x1 ) is in t 1 and f(x2) is in 12 and, consequently, f(x1) and 
f(x2) are separated in [0,1] by K. Now, by the way Hand K were 
chose~, [H ~ K] n Gl7T = ¢. Hence, f(H) n K = ¢. But this implies 
that f(x1) and f(x2) are separated in f(H) by K, which contradicts the 
connectedness of Hand the fact that f is a connected mapving. Thus, 
the assumption that (x} x J 1 ¢. crr?j° is false and therefore 
U((x} x Jx x in S} c GTrT. It follows that the open set DP x Jc 
<IT1T, ~s was to be shown. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 4.1. Let f be a connectivity mapping of the locally 
connected topological space S into the interval I= [O,l]. Then either 
the set of points of discontinuity off is a set of the first category 
or the graph off is not nowhere dense in S XI. 
Proof. Every connectivity mapping is connected [6, p. 14]. The 
above theorem and its corollary do not completely answer the question 
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as to whether the set ot points of discontinuity of a connectivitr 
ma~ptng is a set of the first category. The following theorem and :i,ts 
corollary demonstrates that there do exist connectivity map;pings such 
that their sets of points of discontinuity are not sets of the first 
category. 
Theorem 4.2. ~et I be the interval [0,1] and let S be a 
topological space such that everi open subset of S conta:i,ns a_non;,. 
degenerate connected set and such that the product Eipace S x I is 
completely t10rmal. Sµppose that there exists a collection E of pair-
~ise disjoint subsets of S such that if Mis any non-degenerate 
I 
connected subset of Sand A is any member of E, then Mc An M. 
$uppose, in addition, that the cardinal num~er of the collection Eis 
that of the topology for S x I. Then there e.xi~ts a conn~ctivity map-
ping f of S into· I E;1uch that f is discontinuous at each point of S. 
Proof. Let h_be a one-to-one mapping of the topology for S XI 
on.tot •. Cop.sider~~ arbitrary point x in S. If xis in some membe~ A 
of E, then A is the only member of E containing x since Eis a pair-
wise disjoint collection. If x belongs to some A :i,n E and 
((x) XI) n h-1(A) i ¢, then {1: (x,1) ;is u h-1(A)) has an infimum. 
Pefine a m~pping r of S into I as follows: 
f(x}; o, if xis in no member A of E, 
f(x) = O, if xis in some A in E and ({x} XI) n ~-;L(A) = ¢, 
f(x) = inf (y: (x,y) is :i,n h-1(A)), if xis_ in A in E and 
({;x:} XI) n h-1(A) I,¢. 
lt will be shown that _r is a mapping havi~g the required propert;l,es. 
Suppose that f is not a connectivity mapping. Le~ g be the graph 
· map:p:i,ng of S into S X I induced by f. Then there exists a connected 
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subset M of S such that g(M) =HU K, where Hand Kare separated sub-
sets of S X I. M is necessarily non-degenerate. Sinc·e S X I is 
completely normal there exist open subsets U and V of S x I containing 
Hand K, respectively, such that Un V = ¢. Let~ and~ denote the 
images of U and Vin~ under the mapping h. By hypothesis,~ n Mand 
~ n Mare each dense in M. 
~et x be a point in~ n Mand suppose that f(x) > o. Then, by 
definition off, ((x} XI) n U I¢. Now the open set U cannot contain 
just the po~nt (x,l) of ((x} x I) n U since (x,l) is a iimit point of 
[((x} x I) n ·uJ - ((x,l)}. Hence there is a number y, 0 ~ y < 1, such 
that (x,y) is in U. Consequently, by the definition off, 0 < f(x) ~ 
y < l. 
Let G be any open subset of S x I containing (x,f(x)) and let W 
and J . be open subsets of Sand I containing x and f(x), respectively, 
~uch that W X Jc G. Again, by definition off, J contains a point y1 
such that f(x) < y1 and such that (x,y1) is in U. J also contains a 
point y2 such that y2 < f(x). The point (x,y2) cannot belong to U. 
Hence W x J, and therefore G, contains a point (x,y1) in U and a point 
(x,y2) not in u. Since G was an arbitrary open set containing 
(x,f(x)), it follows that (x,f(x)) is in the boundary of U. But this 
contradiqts the fact that (x,f(x)) = g(x) is in g(M) c U UV and that 
Un V =¢,since g(M) is connected and U and V are open. Hence for 
every x in~ n M, f(x) = o. Similarly, for every x ir. ~ n M, f(x) = 
o. 
Let u1 and v1 denote the projections of U and V onto S. Then u1 
and v1 are open in Sand u1 U v1 contains M since U UV contains g(M). 
Furthermore, u1 n v1 contains a point of M. Otherwise, the relation 
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¢ = (U1 n V1) n M = (U1 n M) n (V1 n M) implies that Mis the union of 
two disjo~t sets each open in M which in turn implies that Mis not 
connected. Since both~ n Mand Av n Mare dense in M, then u1 n V1 
contains both points of ~ n M and points of Av n M. Let x be any 
point in (U1 n v1) n (~ n M). By the above, f(x) = O, and since xis 
in the projection u1 of U onto S, then ((x} x I) n U I¢. Let G be 
any open subset of S x I containing (x,O) = (x,f(x)). Then there is an 
open set Jc S containing x and an open set Jc I containing f(x) such 
that W x Jc G. Since f(x) = o, it follows from the definition off 
that J contains a pointy such that (x,y) is in U. Hence (x,O) is a 
limit point of U. But then (x,O) must belong to U since g(x) = 
(x,f(x)) = (x,O) is in U UV and since Un V = ¢. Similarly, if xis 
in (Ul n V1) n (Av n M), then g(x) = (x,O) is in V. 
Now let x be anr point of (U1 n v1) n (f.v n M). By the above, 
g(x) = (x,f(~)) = (x,O) is in V. Hence there is an open set G contain-
ing g(x) such that G c V and such that G is of the form W X J, where 
Wis an open subset of S containing x and J is an open subset of I 
containing o. The Ol)en set W can be chosen such that W c u1 n v1 • 
Since~ n Mis dense in M, then W contains a point z of A0 n M. ~ut 
z in (u1 n V1) n (~ n M) implies that g(z) = (z,O) is in U. Hence 
Un VI¢, a contradiction. It follows that the supposition that f 
is not a connectivity mapping can not hold. 
It remains to be shown that f is discontinuous at every poi~t of 
S. Let x be any point of S, y a poi~t of I such that O ~ y < 1, 
0 0 0 
and W any open subset of S containing x. Let b be a point in I such 
0 
that y0 < b < 1, let J be the open interval (y0 ,b), and l et U = W X J. 
By hypothesis, the open set W contains a non-degenerate connected 
subset Mo+ Sand the member ll.(U) ·= Au of!: is such that Au n . .t-1 is 
dense in M. Let z be a point of Aun J,1. Then ;f(z) = inf (y: (x,y) is 
in uJ = inf {y: y < y < b} = y. · Hence f assumes every value y0 0 0 
between O and l in ever-, open set.W containing x0 • Therefore f is not 
.continuous at x. Since x was chosen arbitrarily, the:n f is discon-
o O 
tinuous at every point of S. 
Corollary 4.2. There e~ists a connectivity mapping f of the set 
R of real numbers into the interval (0,1) such tAB-t f is discontinuous 
a'\; each point of R. 
Proof. Let Q denote the rational number field and let R(Q) denote 
· the vector space of the reals over the rationals. Then R(Q) has a 
basis B; that is, there exists a subset B of R such that for every 
xi O in R there corresponds a unique finite set {q1,q2 , ••• ,qn) of 
non-zero rationals and a unique finite subset {b1 ,b2, ••• ,bn) of Bsuch 
n. 
that x = I: o,. bk [l, p. +50]. The set B is uncountable. To show this, 
k=l <: 
assume Bis countable and arrange the elements of B into a sequence 
n 
{bl,., b2, ... , l:>n, ••• ). Fqr each n, let Ln = {k~l qkbk : qk is in Q). Then 
each L is countable and, therefore, U{L : n = 1,2,3, ••• ) = R is 
n n 
count~ble, a contradiction. Hence the cardinal number of Bis c, the 
ca,rdinal munber of the real numbers. For each b in B let AP = ( qb 
q is in Q, q F O} and let I: ':' (A.P : b in BL Then the cardina.+ 
nuniber ~f I: is c Glnd each (lb in I: is dense in R. Hence, for each 
member Ab of I:, Ab n Mis dense in·every non-degenerate connected 
subset M of R. For each pair b, b* of distinct members. of B, 
Ab n Ab* = ¢. Otherwise, there would exist non.-zero ratic;ma], numbers 
q1 and q2 sucll that q1b =·q2b*, contradicting the fact tllat l3 is a 
ba1;1is for R{Q). · 
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Since both Rand I:. [0,1], with the usual topologies, are 
completely normal tll~n Rx I is also completely normal [3, p.llQ]. The 
space RX I is also second countable, that is, there is a countable 
B* baf;;is B* for its topology. Thus, if 2 denotes the collection of 
. B* . . 
sl,ibcollectionsof B*, then the cardinal number of 2 is c [1, p. 25]. 
To each open·subset U of Rx I there correspo;nds a unique subcollection 
of B*, namely the elements of B* that are contained u~ Hence the open 
subsets of Rx I can be put into one-to-one correspondence with a sub~ 
B* 
set of 2 • Since there are at least c open subsets of Rx I, it 
follows that the topology for RX I has cardinal number c. Clearly, 
every open subset oi' R contains a nondegenerate connected subset. 
Hence the space R satisfies the conditions f;ltipulated in the hypothesis 
of ~heorem 4~2 and, conf;lequently, the existence of the mapping f is 
proven, 
'l'heorems.4.1 and 4.2 give no information concerning t4e set of 
points of discontinuity of connectivity mappings of the closed n-cell 
I into itself if n ~ 2. In [4, p. 754] Hamilton gave an example of a 
n 
connectivity mapping of the closec:l n.-cell In into itself wJiich had a 
si11,gle point of discontinuity and in [2] Hagan posed the question as to 
whether a connectivity mapping of I into itself ca+L be discontinµous 
n 
'O+L a dense subset of In. The following example i:;hows that there exist 
peripherally continuous mappings of In into itself, and therefore, in 
view of [2 p. 17], connect:ii-vity mappinga of I into itself with dense 
n 
sets of pc;>ints of discontinuity. 
E~ample 4.1. This is an e::,cample of a ~eriphera~ly continuous 
I 
mapping of an N-cell I into itself that is not continuous at each point 
of a set X which is dense in ;r. 
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Jf x all,d y ar, twp points in Euel:i,dea.n N-space EN .and a and.bare 
rea;L number.s, the expressions ax+. by, Ix - 11 a11-d lxl will denote the 
po;i.nt (ax1 + by1 , ax2 + by2 ,.~., a~+ byN)' the distance between x and 
y and the distance from x to the origin O = (o,o,.,.,o), respectively. 
Let! be the closed spherical N-cell with radius 1 and.~enter O 
and let {xnl be.a seq,uence of distinct interior points of I such that, 
for all n, xn # O and such that the PQint set union X of the points of . 
. the sequence (xn} is dense in I. Let (V} be a sequence of closed 
n 
spherical N-cells sue~ that, for each n, Dn is interior to I, Dn has as 
center the point xn of the set X and, :i,f k < n, ~ is nQt in Dn. Let; 
r denote the radius of D. For each integer n, define the mapping~ n n · .,.n 
by: 
g (x) = x + 
n n 
(.l/2)rn{· 1 + sin rnrr }-x_-__,..x_n_ , if x is in 
21~ - xnl Ix - ~nl 
D - {x ]. 
n n. 
Then, if x is in D - (x 1, lg (x) - x I ~ r , and if x = x , the:p. 
. . n .n n ;n n n 
le: (x) - x I = o. ffence g CD)~ n. If xis in t~e bound,~y F(D) of 
n n · nn n . n 
Dn then Ix - xnl;;: r 11 and, consequently, 
g (x) = x + (l/2)r {1 + SiJ'l ~} x - xn 
n n n 2 r 
. n 
~. + x - x ~ x. n · ·· n · 
~ill8.tio11 pf the relations defining gn shows gn tc;, be continuous 
at. every point of D except possibly at x • Since g .· :ts the ·identity 
n . n · n · 
mapping on I - D and also on the boundary F(D) of D, then~ is n . n n · n 
continuous ~tall points of l exvept possibly at x. Actually g is 
. · . . . .... n ·. n 
... .. ;;.. 
not continuous at xn. For consider the sequence {yk}, where, 
Since, 





+ l)lx I n 
11 
r r 
= n Ix l # n. < r' 
(4k. + l)lx I n 4k + .l n 
. n 
= r , 
. n 
thEtn gn(yk) is on the bou:ndar;y- F(Dn) of Dn' for each k. Therefore, 
since, l~t yk =.xn1 ~he center of Dn' ~nd s~nce gn(x:n) = xn' it 
follows that gn is not continuous at xn. 
· However·,· gn is perip1:J.erally continuous at xn. For consider the 
.s,quence {Sk}. of spheres such that xn is the center of each Sk a:nd, 
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Then, sin~e r /(4k + 3) < 
It 
r:n' x in Sk implies that x j,s in Dnand, therefore, that 
lg (x) - x L = I (J,/2)r {l + sin <4k + 3)TT l x - .~ I 
·n n. n 2· ·.x .. x 
n 
( · 3TT } = (l/2)r 1 +sin~ = o~ 
. n . 
. . 2 
Thus, gn(Sk), the image'of the boundary of the open n .... cell with center 
xn and ra4ius rn/(4k + 3), is the singleton set (xn}'. which isa sub-. 
. set of any Qpen ,iset containing gn (xn) = x • n Since every open set 
containing x contains one of the spheres Sk, it !ollQws that g is n . · n 
peripherally continuous at Xn· Thie, together with the fact that gn 
is cont;i..nuous at all 0th.er points of I, shows that $n is peripherally 
continuous on I. 
Define the sequence (f } of mappings of I into E __ by 
P- ~ 
'rhen, for every x in I, 
Hence f (I) c:: I. 
. n 
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Now, the relation defining tn shows that fn is contin\lous at every 
:point x i,n I, with the exceptions x1,x2,x3, ••• ,xn,, since each· of the 
ma~~i?1,gs gk, l ~ k ~ n., is c9ntinuo~s at all points of ·r except these 
points. In addition,. fn is peripherally continuous at each of the 
· :points ~ ,x2 ,x3, ••• ,xn. Fc;>r suppoee that l :,s:; y ~ n. and let (siJ be a 
sequence of spheres, each with 
radius r./(4i + 3). Thus, for J . 
center x., such that the 
J 
eadh i, rj/(4i + 3) < r: 
. ' J 
sphere S;i.. has 
implies t;tw.t, 
if xis ~n Si, then xis in Dj. Therefore, using the same argument.as 
· tnat above, w~th gj in t~e place of gn' it follows that if xis in Si, 
then g/x>::; xj' Now, each of the othe?l mappings gk, where l ~ k ~ n 
and k I j, is continuous at x., as was noted ~reviously. Heµce the 
J 
mapping h, defined on I by 
is continuous at x .• ·. Al.so, fn(x) = 
J 
n I: -k . ( ) 
k=~+l 2 gk x' 




Letu and V be open sets cQntaining :xj a;nd fn(xj) respectively •. Since 
the vector opera,t;i,on of addition is_continuous on~ x ~ to EN and 
since f (x .) :;: h(x.) + g. (x.) , then there exists a nair H, · G of open 
n J . . J . J J . . ,- .. 
sets, con,taintng h6c~) and g/xj) rc,,spectively,. such that if x .is i~ H 
and y is in G, then x + ',f ie;s in V. Since h is continuous at x., then 
J 
there exists an open subset u1 of U such that h(U1) c H. By the 
defin;tion of the S:i;., there exists ~n integer i 0 such that Si c u1• 
. . . . 0 
~et W be the open N-cell with boQ.ndary s10 • Then x in F(W) = Si0 · 
implies that h(x) is in Hand that g.(x) = x. is in G. Hence, from 
J J 
the co;i.tinuity of vector addition, if x :i,s in S. = F(W), then 
l. 
0 
h(x) + ~. (x) = f (x) e V. This completes t};le. proof that _fn is 
. . .J n 
. perii;>:P..er~lly co11tinuous at :icj, ).. ~ j ~ n. This, combin,ed w:l..th the 
fact that fn is continuous at all other points of I, ~hows fn to be 
peripherally continuous on i. 
For each x in I, the sequence (fn(x)} is a Cauchy sequence since, 
if e > o, m > lo~2,-l and, m < n, then 
n 
::. lk=i+1 2-kgk<x>I 
Thus, a ni.appin~ f can be defined on l by 
n m -k 
f(x) = limit f (x) = limit kI:l 2-kgk(x) = k~--. l 2 gk. (x). 
· n .. .;; n n ... ..., = 
~et x pelong to I~ Then, 
lrCx>I 
co 
. ~ k~l 2-l.lgk(x) l 
Hence f(x) is in I, so f(I) c I. 
Now, let x be any point of I and let e be any po~itive nl.Ullber. 
-1 Let~ be an integer larger than log2e • Then, if n > M, 
. m n 
lr(x) - fn(x)l. = I k~l ?-kgk(x) - k~l ~""kgk(x)I 
Oil 
= I k=i+1 2 .. kgk<x>l 
4o 
Therefore, { ! n} converges uniformly to . f on I. ·. Hence, by a theorem of 
Hagan [Z, p. 13], f is peripherally continuous on r. It reinains to pe 
shown th~t each of the points ~n' n = :,.,2,3, ••• , if? a point of dil:$-
continuity off. 
Let x be one of these points, Then, fo~ every m > n, the map-n. . 
ping h1111 defined ~y 
m 
h (x) =kt 1· 2-kii:. (x), m =n+ -4( . 
i~ continuc:>l.\S at xn since each of the mappings gk' where n. + 1 ~ k ~ m, 
is continuo'lls at xn. Hence, using a;n argument similar to that above, 
w;i.th hm in th_e place of fn, it follows that (hm(x)} is a Cauchy 
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sequence in EN and therefore limit h (x) ~xists. Let 
m .. e& m 
m • 
hn(x) = ~~t ~m(x) = !~1t k=~+l 2-kSit(x) = k=~+l 2-kgk(x). 
Again, using an argument similar to the one above, with h in p+ace Qf 
m 
f and h in place off, it follows that the sequence (h J converges 
n n m 
uniformly t o h on L Therefore, since xn is a poi~t of continuity 
n 
of h for all m = n + l,n + 2,n + 3, ••• , then x is a point of contin-
m n 
uity for h. 
n 
Recall t}ul.t f 1 is continuous at x. By noting that for any n- n 
x in I, f(x) = f 1 (x) + 2-ng (x) + h (x), it can be seen that x n- n n n 
ca~ot be a point of continuity off. Otherwise g would be continuous 
n 
at xn' contrary to the fact proven earlier that xn is the only point 
at which g is not continuous. 
n 
Since it has been shown that, for each integer n, f is continuous 
n 
at every point of I except at each of the points x1 ,x2 , ••• ,xn' and 
since {f) converges uniformly to f on I, then f is al,.so continuous fit 
n 
any x F x. Thus f is a periphe~ally conti~uous mapping of I into 
. n 
itself whose set of points of discontinuity is the set X which is dense 
i,n I. 
rhe following is an example of a connected mapping f of the real 
number space R into itself such that the graph off is a totally dis~ 
conp.ected subset of R )( R; that is, such tpat the graph off contains 
no nondegenerate connected subsets. It gives, t~erefore, some measure 
of the difference between connected mappings and connectivity mappings. 
1he construction off is similar to that in [l, p. 150] but differs in 
that it is specifically done in such a way to make the graph off 
totally disconnected. 
Example 4,2. This is an ex~ple of a connected mapping f of the 
real ;number space R into itself such that the graph off is a totally 
discoJmected subset of R ,c R. 
Let R(Q) denote t)le vector space of the real numbers over the 
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rational number field Q. Let b be a positive rational number and let 
. 0 
B denote an extension of (b } to a basis for R(Q). Then, as was shown . 
0 
in the proof of Corollary 4.2, B has cardinal number c, the cardinal 
number of the real numbers. + . Let R denote the set of posit~ve reals 
0 
and let R denote the set of non-negative reals. 
In the following construction it will be necessary to show the 
existence of a.one-to ... one ma~ping of B - (b0 } onto B with tlie property 
that, for every finite subset N of B - (b }, f(N) F N. The existence p . 
of: such a mappin~ will be proven if the existence of a one-to-one 
+ 0 . . 
mapping f• of R onto R can be found such that f(N) f N, for every 
finite subset N of R+. For suppose that such a mapping f* can be 
found and let F be a one-to-one mapping of l3 onto R0 with the property 
that F(b) = O. Let F al.so denote the restriction of F to B - (b}. 
0 0 
This is not liJcely to cause any ~onfusion in what follows. Then F 
(aetuallr the restriction of f to B - (b0 )) i~ a one-to-one mapping 
from B .. (b} onto R+, f* is, by assumption, a one-to-one mapping of 
. 0 
R+ onto R0 , and F-l is a one-to-one mapping .of R0 onto B. Therefore, 
the composite, F-1f•F, of these mappings is a one-to-one mapping of 
B - {l;> } onto B. Let f denote this composite mapping.· 
0 
Assume that there exists a finite subset N of B - {b0 } suoh that 
f(N) = N. Then, from the definition off, f(N) = F-1[f~(F(N))]. 
Hence, F(f(N)) = F{F .. 1(f*(F(N))]} implie~ that F(f(N)) = f*(F(N)). 
Finally, substitut;i.ng N for f{N), F(N) = f* (F(N)). But this 
. . . . 
contr•diqts th~ property of f* that f* (F(N)) # F(N) ~ ;for any finite 
. ' ; ' . . 
· s~bset F(N) of B .... (b } • Hence, U' a mapping f* as describe~ above 0 ' ' 
~~ists then the required mapping f also exists. 
To prove the existence 9f suqh a mapping f* oon~ider the mapping 
( ) ' 2 ' f* x = x , if-:n, is 11Qt an integer, 
f*(n) = (n ... 1)2, if n is a positive integer 
Then the graph off* in Rx R can be obtained by deleting the.points 
(n,n2).from the graph of tbe function g, defined by g(x) = x2 , if 
' ', ·. ' ' ' 2 ' ' ',' ' 
x > o, and by adding the points (n,(i:i-l) ) to the set tllat remains. 
J:xarnination, of the resulting set shows that, fpr e.very y ~ o, there 
is a unique x > 0 such tiu.,t f*(x) ~ y. Hence f* is a one-to-one 
' + ' 0 
mapping of R onto R ~ 
To show that f* has the property that f*(N),;. N for every finite 
' +. ' + '' ' 
·S1,1bset N.of R, let N .be a f'in:!.te s1,1bset of R and let~ qenote 
.min (x: x e N]. If "N·~ l, tben f*(Xr,1) <~implies f*(N) IN. If 
~>land 2 is :QOt in N, then~< f*(x), f'or every :x; in N, implies 
.f*(N) # N. If' x11 > 1 and 2 is iti N then f*(2) = l I N impl;i.es tp.a~ 
f*(N) ,j N. ' + ' ' Hence f*(N) # N for any finite subset N. of' R and, there~ 
fore, the ~xistence of the required mapping f of B - {b0 } onto.Bis 
established, 
~tend the domaill off to the real nu.mber113 as follows; let 
. . .. n 
f(\>> = o, anc:i if ~ is a number not in B, let f(x) = i~l. qif(b;i.), 
n 
. where . 1t qibi is the unique :r-epresentation of ;x as a linear combi,-
natio~ of elements of Busing scalars in Q. T~en, for any two re~ls 
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x aiid y, and fQ:r any two rationals p and. q, f(px + qy):;: pf(x') + qf(y). 
In ~rticular, if pis a rationsi, then p = qb, for some rational q. 
0 ' 
Hence f(p) = f(qb) = qf(b):;: o. 
0 0 
, Let (a, b) be any opea interval and let y be any real iiumber. Thea 
f assumes the value yin (a,b). To show this, conisider the unique 
n 
representation i~l qi bi for y and let b• i = f .. 1(bi), i = 1,2,3, ••• ,n. 
n · n · 
Them,.,. if x = 1t 1 q.b~, f(x) :::; · .I:1 q.f(b*i) = .!,. q.b. :; y. Now F 1 1 . ;L= . 1 J.=...,. 1 l. . 
the colleqtion of rational multiples of b is dense in R since this set 
0 
·. is exactly the set of rationals. Hence {x + qb : q e Q) · is also dense 
0 
in R. Choose a number q such that x + qb is in (a,b). Then 
0 
.f(x + qb) = f(x) + qf(b) = f(x) = y. Hence, f[(a,b)] = R, for any 
0 0 
open interva.l (a,b) •. This.implies that f is a connecte;d mapping. 
It will be proven now that if r is rational, then the line with 
equation y = x + r contains no points of the graph off, willess r ;:a. o, 
in which case only the point (O,O) of the graph o! flies on this 
. . 
line. Let x be ra'j;ional. Then x = qb0 , for some rational number q, 
and f (;ic) = qf(b ) ::::; 0, Consequently, (x, fb:)) is not on y = x + r 
0 ' 
for any rational number r, unless x = 0, 
Suppose now that xis not ration.al and that f(x) = x + r, for 
som,e rational r. Let q1b1 + q2b2 +.,.+ qnbn be the unique represe:nta-
tion for~ ;i.n terms of the basis B, where the q. are non .. zero ration-
1 
als, If bt represeate f(bi), for each i, · it follows tha.t · qlbi + ••• + ·· 
~bri = qb0 + ~bn' where q is a rational such tµ.at r = qb0 • 
Co:nsider first the case where n = L Then the equat;i..on last 
written :reduces to qfbl ;= qbo .+ qlbl = x+ r. $ince x + r.has a unique 
r~pre$entatio.n in terme of th~ elements ot B and since q1 /. 0 it 
.follows tha1; q = 0, But then ql,bi:; qlbl .implies that bi= f(b1) = b1, 
which contradicts the fact that. f(N) IN for any finite subset N of 
B - {b0 }. Consequently it must be the case that n > 1, Then, refering 
again to the equation q1 bi + ••• + qnbi = q'l:>0 + q1 bl + ••• + qnbn' and 
to the fact that x + r has a unique representation in terms of the 
b,, it must be concl'u.ded that either q = 0 or that bk= b for some k, 
J. 0 
Suppose first that q = O. Then, by the uniqueness of the repre-
sentation for x + r, the set N = (b1 , b2 ,. .. , bn} is the same as 
(bi,·•·,b~}, again contradicting the fact that f(N) /. N, for every 
finite subset N of B .... (b }. 
. 0 
It must be the case, therefore, that bk= b0 , for some k, where 
1 ~ k ~ n. For convenience, assume the notation chosen in such a way 
that \i = b O • Then q1 bi + , • • + ql b; = ~ q + ~) b O + q1 b1 + • • • + 
q b •. Since b = b and since·b* = f(b) = f(b) = o, the:J!l t:tiis 
n-1 n-1 n o n n o 
equation reduces to q1bi + ••• + q lb* l = (q + q )b + qlbl n- n- · n o + ••• + 
o. b • Since x + r cannot be.represented both as a linear combi-
-n-1 n-1 
nation of n, and as a linear combination of n - 1 of the elements of B, 
using non-zero scal,ars qi as coefficients, it follows that q + .·~ = O. 
Hence q1bi + ••• 
q. /. 0 for any i 
J. 
+ q 1b~ 1 = q1b1 + ••• + q 1b 1 and, furthermore; n-n- n-n-. 
= 1,2,3, ••• ,n - 1. Therefore the set N = (b1 ,b2, ... , 
bn-l) is identical to f(N) = (bi,b2,, .. ,bn-l}, which gives rise again 
to the contradiction tli,at f(N) = N for a finite subset N of B - (b }. 
0 
Consequent).y, since all possibilities have been exhausted, it must be 
concluded that if :x; is not rational thenf(x) /. x + r, for any 
rational number r. This completes the a:i;-gument that the on).y point 
of the graph off that lies on a line with equation y = ~ + r, for 
some rational number r, is the point (O,O). It folJ.ows, by a similar 
46 
~rgument;, that (o,o) i$ ali;10 the only point of the grapp. off that lies 
on~ line with equations y = r.,.. x, where r is ratio?lB.l. Consequently, 
th, g~aph off is totally dieconneQted. 
CHAPTER V 
This pa.per is primarily concerned with a 9ertain type of non-
continuous mapping, namely the F2 .. mapping, and with the disconti ... 
nuittes of some particular F2-mapp~ngs; the connectivity mappings. 
The F1-mappings and F2-mappings are defined in Chapter II and 
the relationships of these mappings to the continuous mappings, 
. . 
connected mappings, and connectivity mappings a.re establishe9-. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions that a mapping f be an F2-mapping 
are given in terms of the connect~d subsets of the domain off. 
Sufficient conditions that. a·mapping be an F2-mapping are given, also 
in t.erms of. the connected subsets of the domain of the m~pping. It is 
;founp that f is an :r2 ... mapping if and only if, for every connected sub-
set M of its domain, f(M) c "fOi'r. A suffic~ent condition that a map-
pin~ f be an F1~mapping is tha~, for every co:q.nected subset M of the 
do111ain of ft f(M) is. a subset o:f the union of the closures of the 
. . . 
components of fCM). 
The operation of composition of functions is considered in 
co~ectioJ'l with these mappings and it is shown that the collection of 
F1-mappings is closed under this operation but that the composite of 
two F2 .. mappings is not necessarily an F2 .. mappiµg. As a f~nal result of 
Chapter Il, the limit of a ~iformly convergent sequence of F2 .... mappings 
is an F2 .. mapping, 
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In Chapter III attention i~ turned to the graph mappings and pro-
jection mappings induced by F2-mappings. It is found that, if the 
gra,h ma~ping g induced by f is an F2-mapping, then f is an F2-mapping 
and if, t~ addition, the domain off is hereditarily locally connected, 
then f being an F2-mapping implies that g is an F2-mapping. Without 
any restrictions on the spaces involved, it is shown that f is an F2-
mapping if and only if its induced projection mapping is an F2-mapping. 
Also in Chapter III, some conditions that imply the continuity of 
the projection mapping are given. The projection mapping his contin-
uous if and only if f is continuous. If f is a mapping of a space S 
into a connected space T and if his peripherally continuous, then h 
is continuous. 
One of the main results of this paper is contained in Chapter IV. 
If I is the interval (0,1) and Sis a topological space s~ch that S XI 
is completely normal and such that there exists a collection~ of pair-
wise disjoint subsets of Shaving t~e property th~t the intersection of 
any member oft with a nondeg~nerate connected s~bset of Mis dense in 
Mand having, in addition, the property that the cardinal number of E 
is that of the topology for S XI, then there exists a connectivity 
mapping of S into I which is continuous at no point of S. A corollary 
of this result is that there exists a connectivity mapping of the real~ 
R into I which is continuous at no point of R. In response to a 
question of Long (6], it is shown that either the set of points of 
discontinuity of a connectivity mapping f, on a locally connected 
top<;>logical space S into the interval I, is a set of the first category 
or the graph off is not nowhere d~nse in S XI. 
An ex.ample is given to show the existence of a connectivity 
~apping ! of the.closed n-cell-I into itself such that f is diseon-
. n 
· tinuous at each point of a dense subset of I. An exa~ple of a 
. n 
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ooqected mapping on the re~ls R into R is provided to il:J,.ustra.te the 
differe~ce between tJie notioJls of connected J!18.ppings an!i connectivity 
mappings. 
Some questions for further study might include the followins. 
Are the qonditions stipulated in Theorem 2.5 involving the connected 
subsets of the domain space of a mappi~ f both necessary and 
sufficient in order that f be ~n F1-mapping? Under what conditions 
will a,ri F2~mapping be a connectivity mapping? Under what conditions 
will an F2-mapping be continuous? Does an F2-mapping of the closed 
n ... cell I -into itself that has only a finite number of points of dis .. 
n . 
. continuity leave a_ point o~ In fiJC;ed? Does·the Paeudo-Arc lulve the 
fi~ed poin~ property with respect ~o· connectivity mappings or w;tth 
. . 
respect to peripl:!.erally cont~uo'ijs mappings? .To the writer's knowledge 
the question posed by Lo:ng (6] concerning the na.ture of. the set of 
po:l,nts of discontinuity of a peripherally continuous mapping of a 
closed n-cell "into itself remains ui,.answered. 
Finally, which subsets of Eucl,idean n-space, E, a:re ::j.mages of the 
n . 
interval [O,l] under corµieqtivity mappings?· If~ is a connected eubset 
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